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FARM FOCUSED VET PRACTICE
with Industry Leading Livestock Services

ROUTINE VISITS | HEALTH PLANNING | VET TECH SERVICES

Training Courses
Safe Use of Veterinary Medicines
Sheep
24th May or 21st June

General
9th June, 13th July or 16th August

Three Day DIY AI Cattle
14th - 16th June

One Day DIY AI Refresher Cattle
16th June

Sheep Welfare and
Emergency Dispatch
5th July

HOT OFF THE PRESS - 6 MONTHLY TB TESTING
You should now have received notification
from APHA on whether your herd will move to
6-monthly testing or remain on annual.
Criteria for remaining on annual testing,
termed Earned Recognition (ER), are:
• A herd has not suffered a TB breakdown
(whole herd restrictions applied) in the last 6
years.
OR

Sheep Lameness
19th July

Milksure Course Part One
1st August
For full details and to book please visit:

www.SynergyFarmHealth.com
or call Reception

• The herd is accredited for TB under a CHECS
recognised health scheme.
DEFRA have recently advised us (4th May) that
they have temporarily halted the processing
of applications for Earned Recognition status
via the CHECS TB health scheme. APHA
resources normally devoted to delivering this
TB policy have been diverted to processing
import applications from Ukrainian refugees
for their pets, as well as to the continuing

Avian
Influenza
outbreak. We are
told this situation
will be reviewed
on 1st June and
that APHA remain
fully
committed
to
reopening
applications
as
soon as possible.
In the meantime this means that new requests
for Earned Recognition status based on
CHECS TB accreditation will not currently
be processed. We are told this will NOT affect
Earned Recognition for existing CHECS bTB
accredited herds.
For further information please contact APHA’s
TB Earned Recognition Team directly on 03000
200301 or email TB.Advice@apha.gov.uk

ANIMAL HEALTH AND WELFARE PATHWAY
At the end of February, DEFRA Minister George Eustace announced
the launch of the Animal Health and Welfare Pathway. The scheme,
developed by farmers, vets, specialists and DEFRA aims to improve
the health and welfare of English farmed animals by controlling
and eventually eliminating endemic diseases.
It aims to improve farmers’ economic return and is designed, with
us as your vet central to the health and welfare focus.
Part of the pathway incorporates a farm review - a fully funded
annual vet visit, which will enable the vet to work with you and
the farm team on everything from biosecurity to sustainable use
of antimicrobials. This includes carrying out specific diagnostic
testing and delivering bespoke advice to improve on farm animal
health and in tandem, animal welfare.

There are opportunities to be signposted to other financial support,
with particular focus on endemic disease and sustainability schemes
to mitigate farming’s impact on the environment.
The offer will initially be available for all commercial cattle, pig and
sheep farmers in England who are currently eligible for the Basic
Payment Scheme (BPS) above a minimum stock threshold of 50
pigs, 20 sheep or 10 cows in total.
The first annual health and welfare reviews will take place in
summer 2022, and will steadily increase by invitation over the
summer before opening to eligible keepers in autumn 2022.
You can find out more on the government website:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/animal-healthand-welfare-pathway

BREAKING NEWS: PILOT OPPORTUNITY FOR SYNERGY FARM HEALTH CLIENTS

We are urgently looking for five commercial holdings to engage with these reviews as soon as possible.
Synergy Farm Health has been selected to pilot the new scheme prior to the wider role out commencing in the autumn.
Clients wishing to participate in the pilot scheme should contact their regular vet in the first instance.
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01935 83682 office@SynergyFarmHealth.com
www.SynergyFarmHealth.com

THE IMPORTANCE OF MAKING GOOD QUALITY SILAGE
With the increasing cost of concentrates and
fertiliser, making good quality silage has
never been more relevant. Higher energy
density silage improves feed efficiency
through higher intakes and higher yields
and will decrease the concentrate feed
requirement per litre of milk produced.
For example, if better quality grass silage
allows 30 litres to be achieved at a feed rate
of 0.3kg concentrate per litre as opposed to
0.35kg, 9kg needs to be fed per cow rather
than 10.5kg. At current feed prices, 1.5kg of
saved concentrate equates to approx 45p per
cow per day.
Obviously, the nature of the swards will
have a potential significant effect on the end
product, but there are plenty of areas where
the management of harvest and clamping
will have beneficial effects. Even when done
well, average dry matter losses are 8%, done
badly these losses can exceed 20%.

Whilst I am sure you are deeply familiar
with this area, I thought it would not hurt to
just go through some fundamentals.

Critical points in the process prior to
clamping are (a) selecting the time for
cutting (subject to the vagaries of weather
and contractors), just prior to flowering
and ideally in the afternoon when sugars
are high (b) once mown, it should be
spread in a wide and even swath as rapidly
as possible (within an hour of cutting) to
ensure as rapid a wilt as possible (c) wilting
for no more than 24 hours - aiming for a

Bird Flu Update
The UK Chief Veterinary Officers have announced that the
mandatory housing measures for poultry and captive
birds will be lifted across the UK from Monday 2nd May
2022.

dry matter of around 30% (d) choosing an
appropriate chop length dependent on the
DM of the grass.
Once cropped it is essential that a rapid
fermentation occurs and that, after this, the
crop remains in a stable condition. The use
of additives, though expensive, are often
a highly cost-effective investment. The
clamp should be filled evenly, rolled well to
achieve good consolidation, sealed with a
double plastic sheet; ideally a thin, flexible
layer in contact with the crop and a thick
protective layer on top, as soon as possible
after filling the clamp. Once filled, the
clamp should ideally remain undisturbed
for at least 21 days.
That’s it, simple!!! Let’s hope we do not
have a repeat of last May’s weather and
good luck.

Alastair Hayton

Veterinary Surgeon

This will not apply to areas in a ‘Protection Zone’ - a 3km
Protection Zone remains in the vicinity of Ilminster where
poultry and other captive birds must continue to be housed.
For the latest updates please visit: https://www.gov.uk/
guidance/avian-influenza-bird-flu

Social Synergy

Medicines Update
Alamycin LA injection
There is a manufacturing problem with Alamycin
LA Injection, TETROXY injection is to be used as an
alternative.

Follow us on Social Media:
@SynergyFarmHealth
@SynergyFarmVets

ALAMYCIN LA
200MG/ML INJECTION

TETROXY
200MG/ML INJECTION

CATTLE WITHHOLD:
MILK - 8 DAYS

CATTLE WITHHOLD:
MILK – 10 DAYS

MEAT - 41 DAYS

MEAT – 31 DAYS

SHEEP WITHHOLD:

SHEEP WITHHOLD:

MEAT - 24 DAYS

MEAT – 9 DAYS

Please consult your Vet to discuss specific queries.
For further information please call our Dispensary
Team on 01935 83682.

A great time was had by attendees at the
‘Women in Dairy Spring Meeting’ on 28th April.
Hosted by client Sophie Gregory, 2021 Dairy
Industry Woman of the Year Award Winner, at
Home Farm, Thorncombe. Sophie was joined
by Vet Ed Powell-Jackson, discussing topics
including calf health and management.

POST MORTEMS - A SOURCE OF USEFUL INFORMATION
Post-mortem examinations (PMEs) offer
us the opportunity to gain potentially
vital information relating to the cause of
death of an animal, which may be relevant
to its herd/flock mates, as well as the
opportunity to take additional samples for
further investigation of a disease outbreak.
PMEs can be performed on farm, at the
local hunt kennels (with their permission)
or via our longstanding arrangement with
SecAnim at their Rampisham depot. This
site is especially useful for adult cow post
mortems. For some complicated cases,
we may choose to submit an animal to
our local APHA investigation centre at
Starcross, near Exeter (the hatched area
shows the free collection zone), who offer a
comprehensive investigation service.
We must take account of the viability of the
carcass, particularly considering the time
of the year. In summer and the warmer
months, the animals will degrade faster;
this is also true of fatter cows and sheep,
where the additional padding traps some
of the residual dual body heat, meaning
carcasses can go off in as little as 24 hours.
When turnout, lambing and calving all
coincide in spring, our sheep and cattle
potentially face a whole host of problems
which we can diagnose via PME. Whether
in beef or dairy cattle, sudden death as
animals go out to pasture, or ill-thrift
in youngstock, can all be investigated.

Figure 1: We will put a needle in to
both compartments of the eye
There are a variety of sampling methods
used to aid in making a diagnosis, including
some that aren’t for the squeamish!
The juices from the eye (aqueous and
vitreous humour) in particular can
be very useful – levels of many blood
chemicals remain constant in the eye for
up to 36 hours after death, meaning we
can diagnose low calcium (milk fever),
low magnesium (staggers), ketosis and
pregnancy toxaemia (energy deficiency)
and kidney disease from these fluids.

Figure 2: Blood-sucking Haemonchus
with its characteristic barbers pole
appearence. Visible on microscopy
from abomasum contents from PME

For our shepherds, who on occasion may
lose ewes around lambing time with no
explanation, PME is a very useful tool to
check the cause of death. Could it be the
vaccination protocol hasn’t worked as
intended? Is it pre-lambing and a ewe has
succumbed to pregnancy toxaemia through
incorrect nutrition? Or have we got illthrift and sudden death in lambs from
worms?

Figure 3: Hatched areas show free collection zones

Our Flock Health Advisory Package makes
good use of PMEs to help investigate poor
condition and sudden deaths in sheep. At
£40 a month, included are strategic health
planning visits from our team of dedicated
sheep vets, discounted caesareans and
vasectomies, and also three PMEs in adult
sheep or lambs.
For further
details please speak to one our
sheep team.

James O’Hara

Veterinary Surgeon 2021/22 Intern

BODY CONDITION SCORE AND THE DIGITAL CUSHION
Over the last few weeks I’ve been doing
a bit of mobility scoring as well as body
condition scoring (BCS) for dairy producers
on supermarket contracts. I thought it
would be useful to discuss how lameness in
dairy cows is related to a cow’s BCS – and in
particular the effect BCS has on the digital
cushion.

The digital cushion acts to spread out and
disperse forces in the foot. It is a type of
connective tissue that consists of three
pads of fat which sit underneath the
pedal bone. It is an extremely important
shock absorber during weight bearing and

movement. As the foot pushes against the
floor as the cow walks, forces are applied
between the pedal bone and the laminae
which lead to compression of the digital
cushion. When the foot is no longer weight
bearing the cushion returns to its original
shape.
We want a healthy cow,
as well as heifers/cows
calving down, to have a
BCS of >2.5 as this will
ensure a healthy blood
flow to a well developed
digital
cushion.
Excessive weight loss in
early lactation can lead
to damage to the digital
cushion and shrinkage
of the fat pad. With cows of a BCS of <2,
there is a risk the digital cushion becomes
thinner which will lead to an increased risk
of foot lesions such as sole bruising, ulcers
and white line disease. Fat pads in heifers
are slightly thinner than those of cows as

they do not reach full maturity until third
lactation, so we must keep a particular eye
on their feet.
What can we do to prevent thin digital
cushions?
•

Minimise post calving weight loss by
ensuring you are feeding the most
appropriate diet.

•

Maximise lying times within the herd.

•

Reduce standing times – especially
around milking time.

•

Consider a heifer group to reduce
competition and lower the risk of
bullying within the herd.

•

Consider post calving trims - this will
help you remedy problems as soon as
possible.

For more information of our Vet
Tech Services, please contact
Reception.

Natalie Harrow
Vet Tech

Meet The Team - Jon Woods, Dispensary Medicines Driver - North Region
Jon Woods has been with us since November as a dispensary delivery driver, covering the North of our region.
Jon has been involved in farming since leaving school in Crediton. At 16 he worked as a YTS trainee, attending Bicton
College. He, his wife Sarah and two children moved towards Crewkerne in 2004, Jon most recently worked on an organic
dairy. Recently Jon sold his Ford RS which he used to show and take to track days. Now with more time at weekends, Jon
and his wife Sarah plan to tour the UK in their motorhome and walk their collie Jasper.

News From Our Rounds
NORTH - TOM WOOLACOTT

CENTRAL - EMILY GASCOIGNE

At the time of writing, the clocks have sprung
forward and I am in the midst of lambing my small
flock of pedigree Kerry Hills! Spring is well and
truly upon us, with turnout preparation, calving
and lambing bringing an increased workload for us all. As a
client told me recently, the job of a farm vet is to get cows incalf and calves out of cows!

A busy time of year here at Synergy and Central
is no exception - this is being written in the
midst of lambing which on the whole has gone
well although the weather has been so variable.
We are all being asked lots of questions about the New
Animal Health Pathway - please see the front page for more
information and do keep an eye out for further updates - it is
not currently live but we will endeavour to keep you posted as
soon as we all know some more!

Veterinary obstetrics is a branch of our work which I enjoy
immensely and it can be hugely rewarding at times. May I
reiterate the importance of adequate colostrum intake and
hygienic lambing/calving pens – Antibiotics are no substitute!
Unsuccessful colostrum feeding is a big risk factor for neonatal
disease and mortality.

It seems to have been audit season with many falling
foul of a lack of a H&S Policy or no recent attendance at a
medicines administration course. On the front of the
newsletter are details of our courses - our Safe Use of
Veterinary Medicines is Red Tractor Approved. There are
options for courses run either online or face to face - and
tailored for general, commercial sheep and smallholders.
We can therefore easily help this be a box ticked on an audit.
Fingers crossed for a good growing season and some good 8
week weights in lambs.

Look ahead now at parasite forecasts and summer grazing
options to maximise productivity. Faecal worm egg counts
and growth rate monitoring will be paramount, particularly on
those pastures intensively grazed by youngstock. Please do not
hesitate to contact one of us for further advice.

Wiltshire
WEST - CLARE EAMES

EAST - MARTIJNHampshire
T’HOEN

Somerset

Recently we have been doing quite a few group
knock down debuds for our spring block calving
herds. This is where we heavily sedate a group of
calves, then inject Metacam, local anaesthetic and debud them
in the usual manner once they are asleep. It is an efficient and
low stress (for both animals and humans) way to debud groups
of calves and is a technique we can also use effectively on young
beef suckler calves.

Devon

Calving is in full swing, and with that comes
some complications. A twisted womb, mixed
up twins or a tricky breech presentation or
a malformed calf are classic callouts. Quickly followed by
a prolapsed womb sometimes literally after one of the
previous. Timely intervention is key with all calving related
issues to maximise our chance of success.

Dorset

On a related note a few days ago I was thrown on the floor by
one of our own freshly calved suckler cows who has horns. She
gave me no obvious warning and I wasn’t near her calf but I
shouldn’t have risked being in there as I was by myself and had
no phone reception. This time I was lucky and was just bruised
and shaken. I’m always telling everyone else to be careful but
didn’t take proper care myself – this probably sounds familiar
to many of you?

Therefore a few tips:
1.

Never trust an expected calving date

2.

If in doubt: … check. A quick vaginal feel with a clean
glove and lube is perfectly safe and keeps you from
worrying/guessing and if in doubt ring us

3.

Most major complications appear with little to no
typical calving signs such as “a bag’’ or continuous
straining and are often quite insidious. An animal that
is just a bit slow with a tail up and displaying mild colic
and no further progression from there are often typical
histories.

Client Events...
Beef Suckler Breeding Season Preparation Talk
Thursday 26th May at 6pm
The Royal Oak, Bere Regis, BH20 7HQ

Farm Walk - Box Farm, nr Andover
Monday 13th June from 10am
hosted by Mark & Jane Melly, SP11 0LJ

CLIENT EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO ALL SYNERGY CLIENTS, WHEREVER YOU ARE BASED IN OUR PRACTICE GEOGRAPHY

RSVP Essential. A meal is provided. For full details and to book please visit our website or call reception 01935 83682

Show Season!
Please do visit the
Synergy Team for tea
and cake if you are
visiting any of the
following shows this
season.

27 JULY, NSA SHEEP EVENT,
MALVERN
--------------------------------------4 AUG, HONITON SHOW
--------------------------------------17 AUG, GILLINGHAM AND
SHAFTESBURY SHOW

25 AUG, MELPLASH SHOW
------------------------------------3 SEPT, ALRESFORD SHOW
------------------------------------3 & 4 SEPT,
DORSET COUNTY SHOW

